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Hypothetcal – the semantcs of politcal survival
It is 7 am on Tuesday 1st December, 2009. Chris Kenny, Chief of Staff to the Leader of the
Opposition, Hon. Malcolm Turnbull, has been madly working all morning in preparation for
the Liberal Party meeting that is about to occur, at which his boss is to fight for his political
survival.
Over the past week there has been an extraordinary amount of activity, not only around the
frenetic negotiations to get the ETS legislation passed, but to shore up Turnbull’s leadership
of the Federal Liberal Party. It is now “crunch time”. The last leadership ballot was close
with each side declaring triumph, and the porousness of the Party room, thanks to members
texting and Tweeting in real time, has meant that the whole world is watching the drama
unfold minute by minute.
Kenny consults his personalised portal via his iPhone and sees that his boss left his apartment
seven minutes ago and is on route to Parliament House, has already made a number of calls to
key political supporters and journalists, has updated his Blog site and put an impassioned
speech up on his homepage, has had the latest Newspoll results downloaded onto his laptop,
and is in need of a strong coffee. A number of protestors and journalists are gathering outside
the main entrance to Parliament House, many of them armed with their digital companions to
capture every word and gesture, and publish them to the world via an uncontrolled and
unedited data stream. The seasoned journalists are quietly biding their time, working the
phones and trying to sense the mood by also monitoring the social media sites, and contacting
their politically active and aware friends, who are influencing and consuming the information,
and thus being citizen journalists themselves. Both Telstra and Optus are concerned about
network problems as the sheer amount of internet and text traffic increases, and have
deployed teams to be prepared for the barrage of complaints which potentially might arise due
to the congested networks. They know what to expect from the complaints as they
continually monitor their Twitter updates. They are also negotiating deals with the mass
media for the sale of their location based tracking information with which they monitor crowd
behaviour which will then feed into the predictions for potential election outcomes as the
critical “risky” seats and politically active hotspots emerge.
All the results of the digital “chatter”, regardless of source, have been semantically analysed,
and, when combined with the demographic data and location hotspots on political
engagement, polling trends, phone polling, incoming emails, letters, text and phone messages,
give a holistic picture at any point in time of the future for the Liberal Party at a potential
double-dissolution poll which is widely rumoured to be announced as a consequence of the
failure of the ETS legislation. In addition the complicated nature of the ETS itself has been
broken down and each of the key agitators who have influence over party room votes has
been sent a personalised report with their key areas of interest in whatever format is known to
be their preference – printed, emailed, some by spoken word or others via an interactive online semantic chat-bots (which, by the way, answer individual questions and provide
personalised responses depending on the particular implications for the agitators as
individuals, in terms of their own constituencies, specific industries in their electorates, and in
response to individual citizen requests for information).
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Over the previous weekend Kenny has been working with a real-time dashboard which has
monitored popular sentiment as well as the opinion of some key citizen influencers about
what the populace are saying, how the key influencers are shaping the debate and in turn
describing how this is playing itself out in terms of individual federal electorate seats and the
Liberal Party’s chances in an election.
Meanwhile he has received numerous phone calls from Deputy Prime Minister Julia Gillards’
Chief of Staff to find out how the negotiations are progressing and what the implications for
the passage of the legislation will be. In addition the rumours are now flying about the
possibility of a pro-Green independent standing against Warren Truss, National Party Leader,
who has a very real chance of winning the seat.
He feels that finally they have the “magic bullet”, the “killer app” that will enable them to
shoot down the rebels with not only cold hard facts, but public sentiment and a predictive
analysis of what the implications of any actions the Party Room might take will actually
mean. He is confident that as Turnbull delivers his speech, he will be tracking in real-time the
immediate impact of his comments and will be able to make minor adjustments on the fly as
he holds sway with the citizens he hopes to govern.
The semantically enabled government of the future has arrived, and just in time as there is too
much complexity to deal with, too much information to process and an unprecedented speed
of interaction in real-time for humans alone to cope.
This is where semantic technologies, and the underpinning processes and philosophies to
support them, will finally come into their own.
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Digital Brand
Digital Brand (www.digitalbrand.org) was created to exploit research knowledge and
capabilities gained through undertaking a four year ARC Linkage Grant in partnership with
Fuji Xerox Australia and RMIT University and encourage adoption of the technologies. This
research sought to gain an in-depth understanding of the development and utilisation of
“semantic technologies” and their long history of research and development. Not only did it
enable us to develop a connection to both the international and Australian research
communities within the semantic space, but it gave us insights into the impact of semantic
technologies on the creation and consumption of digitally published “documents” and
information across the world wide web.
In June 2009 a consortium facilitated and lead by us was awarded a second ARC Linkage
Grant to further progress our research work with a focus on the application of semantic
technologies to the process of “sustainability reporting” with the objective of creating an
“open-source” and freely available semantic tool.
Whilst we continue to undertake research work we have now developed a range of products
and services to enable organisations to become true “digital brands” through the utilisation of
semantic solutions which we are deploying in a range of customer environments including
Fuji Xerox Australia and Dairy Australia.

Authors
This report was authored by Michele Berkhout, Anni Rowland-Campbell and Paul Strahl, of
Digital Brand Pty Ltd. Technical development and design was undertaken by Rebecca
Houston and Michael Hoolihan.
We would like to thank David Rajaratnam and Barry Thomas for their initial thoughts and
research, together with the many people who have given us their time in interviews, not only
for this project but over the past four years.
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Context
This report is being completed during one of the most interesting and important debates
occurring within the Australian community, that concerning the Environmental Trading
Scheme and Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme Bill.
Whilst we knew the debate itself would generate a great deal of both community and media
interest we did not necessarily anticipate the accompanying political ramifications, nor
results. We deliberately chose www.climatechange.gov.au as our case study because of the
richness and complexity surrounding the issue itself, but also in order to demonstrate the
potential of semantic technologies combined with both business processes, organisational
cultures and the political environment that is by nature what constitutes “Government 2.0”.
What the current drama illustrates is very much the power of “social media” to determine
government policy. According to The Weekend Australian (Franklin, 2009) Malcolm
Turnbull has been receiving emails at the rate of one a minute, and Media Monitors recorded
146 Tweets per hour as the story of Malcolm Turnbull’s “leadership imploding” unfolded
(Elliott, 2009). The whole scenario was described as
“a first for a political crisis in Australia (where) the advent of social media networks
not only informed and entertained the general public (but) … took them inside the
newsrooms of Australia to witness journalism at its rawest form. It also provided
instant feedback to Malcolm Turnbull’s plotters and supporters.” (Elliott, 2009)
As the drama continued MP’s sent messages to journalists, these were then posted on Twitter,
and from there they went live to air on Sky News where the anchor read them out live as he
received them on his mobile phone.
With this amount of data, much of it unstructured, which we define later on, it is simply
inconceivable that a human, unaided by powerful information technologies, can make sense
of what is going on, and, in addition, the sheer cycle of on-going information feeds upon itself
to create a self-perpetuating cycle. Seasoned journalists, such as Paul Kelly, provide a less
reactive, more considered and objective “editorial” perspective, harvesting their years of
experience and networks; younger journalists are more “enthusiastic” and more prone to
“publish and be damned”.
What has surprised many is the sheer “hunger” for the political story, and the interest that the
normally ambivalent Australian public is showing.
A similar scenario presented itself with the Global Financial Crisis, where the social media
not only exacerbated the immediacy of the impact within financial markets, but also led to the
rise in consumer sentiment without the necessary fundamental changes to avoid such a crisis
happening again in the future. Essentially, crowds follow crowds, often with out any rhyme
or reason, leading to irresponsible behaviours.
What is required is better leadership which can be supported by better real time information,
provided in context, and trusted and verifiable. This is the promise of semantic technologies
Gov 2.0 – Project 5 – Early Leadership in the Semantic Web – © 2009 Digital Brand
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and is a perfect illustration of our philosophy that “ontology is strategy” in that the role of
emerging web technologies is to facilitate conversations but from them enable informed
action. If all that Web 2.0 does is provide more and more data, both structured and
unstructured, then the result is more and more chaos. What is required when politics,
philosophy and psychology are combined with technology, is the ability to find the hidden
gems, to be able to identify the important elements amidst the noise. As with the difference
between humans and chimpanzees where at least 95% of the DNA is shared (De Witt 2003),
therefore it is only the 5% that really matters.
This is the true challenge for Gov 2.0.

The brave new world of informaton
“The old computing is about what computers could do; the new computing is about
what people can do…” (Shneiderman 2002)
Man has always utilised technologies to augment his skills, abilities and intentions. As the
amount of data, information and knowledge created by humans has increased so we have
leveraged technologies to help us in our attempts to manage and make sense of the complex
world around us. All too often these technologies have, in fact, exacerbated, the problem,
because, as clearly articulated in “The Myth of the Paperless Office” (Harper and Sellen
2002), it is the "people" aspects, what they describe as “affordances”, which are crucial to the
adoption of new technologies, not the technologies themselves, and people take time to both
understand what technologies can do, to examine their own skills and processes, and
eventually to determine how they will utilise the technologies accordingly.
Much of our work, both individually and collectively, over the past two decades has been
centred on the management of communications in order to better share, develop and utilise
information. In addition, for the past four years a number of us have been undertaking an
Australian Research Council funded project into the implications of semantic technologies on
the communications industry, specifically printing and publishing, which has enabled us to
talk to many people globally involved in the evolutionary development of this next phase of
the web. Our collective experience in small business, non-profit, government departments,
academic research, advertising agencies, and multinational corporations has enabled us to
view this most fundamental challenge of the “knowledge economy”, that of “information
overload”, in an holistic way, to truly understand that it is not that we don’t have enough data
and information, it is that we are drowning in it, and we can no longer make sense of what we
are presented with (Cohen and Levinthal 1990).
If we couple this with the now stated intention of governments around the world to take
government, and governance, to the next level, namely “Gov 2.0”, then whilst the objective of
“opening” public agency data is laudable, it also has the potential to exacerbate the problem,
unless there is the accompanying ability to actually understand what that data means and to
utilise it to take informed and appropriate action. Coupled with this will be a natural
suspicion within the community in terms of privacy and identity management, all of which
are underpinned by the need for validity, authentication and trust.
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This notion of “trust” is essential. In order to really leverage the advantages of Gov 2.0 much
of the data needs to be “point in time”, real-time and as accurate as possible, therefore the
need to validate this data is essential underpinned by mechanisms which can check and audit
data sources.
Another implication of the Gov 2.0 intent is that, as predicted by authors such as Shoshana
Zuboff and Don Tapscott (Zuboff and Maxmin 2002; Tapscott and Williams 2006), the power
dynamic between governments and citizens is changing. Digital information, and the fact that
it is ubiquitously available in real-time, and virally spread through social media sites and
networks, means that the influence of government in shaping opinions is changing, and that
“(i)n the future people will not see their influence limited to elections every four to
five years; rather, citizens will exercise permanent influence through constant
suggestions, ideas, and contributions, all organized over the internet.” (Bohnen and
Kallmorgen 2009)
Further to this, the mobile nature of the interactivity, coupled with the influence of “Peer to
Peer” collaboration, has greater implications for the “wisdom of crowds” and the physical
mobility of thoughts and opinions.

Governments and Semantc Technologies
In his video introduction to the Gov 2.0 Taskforce Australian Finance Minister Lindsay
Tanner states very clearly that emerging Web 2.0 technologies are providing new
opportunities to both:
1.

provide greater transparency which, it is hoped, will lead to innovation and value adding
of government data and information, and perhaps greater accountability, and

2.

to improve the way government engages with the community through encouraging
greater online engagement designed to draw in information, knowledge, perspectives,
resources and, where both possible and appropriate, active collaboration.

In short, “to improve the way we govern” (Hon. Lindsay Tanner).
Governments around the world are attempting to utilise emerging web technologies for these
twin purposes, and, to a greater or lesser extent they are achieving some success, often
harnessing semantic technologies.
Some examples include:
•
FinnONTO, the National Semantic Web Ontology Project of Finland which
aims to “lay a foundation for a national metadata, ontology, and ontology service
framework in Finland, and demonstrate its usefulness in practical applications. In our
vision, a conceptual semantic infrastructure is needed for the semantic web in the same
way as roads are needed for traffic and transportation, power plants and electrical
networks are needed for energy supply, or GSM standards and networks are needed for
Gov 2.0 – Project 5 – Early Leadership in the Semantic Web – © 2009 Digital Brand
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mobile phones and wireless communication.” (http://
www.seco.tkk.fi/projects/finnonto/)
•
Theseus, a German government project which aims to utilise “new, internetbased methods of acquiring, seeking and processing knowledge” to “improve the
competitive position of Germany and of Europe as a whole, with a view to ultimately
becoming one of the world’s leading locations for information and communication
technology” (http://www.theseus-programm.de/en-US/home/default.aspx, viewed 19th
October, 2009). The project is jointly funded by companies such as Siemens and SAP,
together with the Fraunhofer Institute for Telecommunications (http://www.theseusprogramm.de/en-us/partners/default.aspx) and due to this is a very practically based
project aiming to bridge pure research and practical application.
•
In June 2009 British Prime Minister Gordon Brown announced in his
“Statement on Constitutional Renewal” (http://www.number10.gov.uk/Page19579) that
he had “asked Sir Tim Berners-Lee who led the creation of the World Wide Web, to help
us drive the opening up of access to Government data in the web”. Berners-Lee’s task
is to build on the work done by the “Power of Information” Task Force
(http://powerofinformation.wordpress.com/, http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/)
•
In 2008 Barack Obama became the first United States president to fully utilise
the power of social media and other web technologies to gain election (Frederic
Lardinois / November 5, 2008,
http://www.readwriteweb.com/archives/social_media_obama_mccain_comparison.php.
Once in power Obama has moved swiftly to stake the success of his presidency on
“open government”
(http://www.whitehouse.gov/the_press_office/TransparencyandOpenGovernment/)
which is now an impetus for many activities in the semantic technologies space.
One other project which is of particular interest to us is that of the London Gazette
(http://www.talis.com/nodalities/pdf/nodalities_issue4.pdf, http://blip.tv/file/894462). Here
the Office of Public Sector Information chose to utilise a key information asset and, using
RDFa, “expose” it on the Semantic Web (see Appendix for explanation of acronyms). This
project is useful for us because it focuses on the publication of data from a wide range of
sources, and is, by definition, aimed at both journalists and the reading public. It also reflects
our own experience that the major challenge with a project such as this is that, as Sheridan
and Tennison state “(t)he data may be available, but that does not make it accessible on the
semantic web”.
According to the principles of “open government” (www.resource.org)
“Government data shall be considered open if it is made public in a way that complies with
the principles below:
Complete - All public data is made available. Public data is data that is not subject to valid
privacy, security or privilege limitations.
Primary - Data is as collected at the source, with the highest possible level of granularity, not
in aggregate or modified forms.
Timely - Data is made available as quickly as necessary to preserve the value of the data.
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Accessible - Data is available to the widest range of users for the widest range of purposes.
Machine processable - Data is reasonably structured to allow automated processing.
Non-discriminatory - Data is available to anyone, with no requirement of registration.
Non-proprietary - Data is available in a format over which no entity has exclusive control.
License-free - Data is not subject to any copyright, patent, trademark or trade secret
regulation. Reasonable privacy, security and privilege restrictions may be allowed.
Regardless of the availability of the data itself there needs to be both a pragmatic and
achievable approach that does not require a major change to existing IT infrastructure. Our
belief is that semantic technologies are not necessarily disruptive, but need to be leveraged
and adopted as part of the way an organisation gradually embraces new ideas and mechanisms
to deal with problems as they arise. Therefore the adoption needs to be viral, needs to utilise
internal social networks, and needs to be inclusive of existing systems and processes. One of
the main messages of the Semantic Technologies Conference held in June 2009
(http://www.semantic-conference.com/) was that semantic technologies, because they are
essentially “human” in nature, will just become the way of doing things, they will percolate
into organisational systems and become the norm. What is most important is not to jeopardise
this before it has time to occur by being confrontational or radical in approach.
This comment was echoed in numerous interviews we have conducted both for this project
and in those we have conducted over the last four years.

Gov 2.0 and the Australian Gov 2.0 Taskforce
“Web 2.0 will eventually mean a civil society actively engaged in domestic affairs and
policy solutions that are more creative and more popular.” (Bohnen and Kallmorgen
2009)
There are a number of definitions of Gov 2.0 which have informed our own approach to this
project, and the way in which our thinking has developed.
Fundamentally our belief is that the purpose of “the web” is to enable conversations which
can then facilitate decision making and decisive actions, and make “social networking
actionable”
(http://blogs.msdn.com/deanh/archive/2009/04/28/simplified-definition-of-gov-2-0.aspx).
The Australian Gov 2.0 Google Group further develops this by stating that
"Government 2.0 is not specifically about social networking or technology based
approaches to anything. It represents a fundamental shift in the implementation of
government - toward an open, collaborative, cooperative arrangement where there is
(wherever possible) open consultation, open data, shared knowledge, mutual
acknowledgment of expertise, mutual respect for shared values and an understanding
of how to agree to disagree. Technology and social tools are an important part of this
change
but
are
essentially
an
enabler
in
this
process."
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(http://groups.google.com.au/group/gov20canberra)
Our
thinking
encapsulates
what
Mark
D.
Drapeau
st
(http://www.govloop.com/forum/topics/what-is-government-20, 21 November, 2009) sees as
the fundamental categories within which Gov 2.0 can be viewed:
•

Goals: Transformation to an Open Government

•

Culture: (a) Transparency (b) Collaboration (c) Participation

•

Levels: (a) Intragovernmental (b) Intergovernmental (c) Citizens

•

Technologies: (a) Web 2.0 / social media (b) enterprise (c) cloud (d) procurement (e)
data (f) multimedia platforms (g) emerging (h) wikis / mashups / collaborative (i)
mobile

•

Policies: (a) legal (b) privacy (c) cybersecurity (d) digital divide (e) IP (f) equality and
access (g) cost (h) continuous beta (i) crowdsourcing & contests

•

Cabinets: (a) defence & homeland security (b) health & human welfare (c) economics
& jobs (d) education & progress

These six categories underpin the approach we have taken to this project of semantically
tagging datasets, because of the holistic nature that enables an extremely complex problem to
be broken into component parts and then re-assembled. Much of the literature on the impact
and implications of Web 2.0 technologies brings together the notion of “government as a
platform” nature where, according to McKinsey, organisations who utilise Web 2.0
technologies
“are not only using more technologies but also leveraging them to change
management practices and organizational structures. Some are taking steps to open
their corporate “ecosystems” by encouraging customers to join them in developing
products and by using new tools to tap distributed knowledge.” (Bughin, Manyika et
al. 2008)
Viewed holistically the Gov 2.0 Projects (listed in the Appendix) all contribute towards
preparing a blueprint where, as Tim O’Reilly envisaged
“(we can) go back to the original vision of the role of government (as) a convener of
things that we as individuals and companies can't do alone (such as) standard setting,
pilot programs and where government (provides) enabling technologies for citizens to
serve themselves.” (O’Reilly,
(http://www.readwriteweb.com/archives/how_tim_oreilly_aims_to_change_governme
nt.php)
For Australia’s Rudd Government “it’s really crucial that in Australia we are up there amongst
the leading countries making use of these new opportunities” (Hon. Lindsay Tanner,
http://gov2.net.au/about/) and, whilst the Gov 2.0 Taskforce is not the government’s first
encounter with the concept of it is “the first attempt to deal with these issues in a systematic
way”.
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Our philosophy and approach
Our belief is that “ontology is strategy”.
As with many of the terms in the semantic world there are a number which are by nature
“philosophical”, and which can often be overly complicated. One of the most important terms
is that of “ontology”, which we would like to define.
“Ontology” as a term is applied to both philosophy and Information Science to represent the
concept of entities, ideas, and events, along with their properties and relations, according to a
system of categories (Gruber 1992, 2007). In both applications, it is taken to mean the
science of being – defining entities, categorising and grouping entities within a supporting
hierarchy and identifying relationships within and between entities. Through ontology, there
is formalisation and explicit expression of a shared conceptualisation of a defined entity,
through visualisation and development of a shared vocabulary to describe the entity.
Why then is this strategy? An entity can have a strategy, viz “a chosen goal with the
supporting activities that leverage the entity’s capabilities to achieve it”. Strategy is both art
and science – it is an art in understanding what can be achieved, and a science in choosing the
goal and then understanding how to achieve it through the combined tactics, using the
resources and capabilities at hand. An effective strategy is therefore one that can be executed.
Gruber states that an “ontology is a specification used for making ontological commitments”,
and a “call to action”, therefore from that it is the ontology that provides the insights into what
defines the entity, the properties and therefore capabilities of the entity, its relationship to the
ecosystem in which it operates and the language and visualisation opportunity to articulate
itself and its strategy. In a business sense, this therefore means that with “ontology as
strategy”, an organisation can define and articulate itself relative to its markets and
stakeholders, make commitments, determine its capabilities and from those its actions, and
then visualise and share its being and its intent to motivate resources for the appropriate
actions to achieve stated goals.
It is exactly the same for government, which needs to utilise and develop its ontologies as part
of the national ecosystem, reflecting the changing cultural identity and dynamics of the
political landscape. It is about authenticity (knowing what you are about, why you are there
and acting consistently for the stated purpose) and transparency, it is about consistency and
credibility, it is about being able to gain and maintain the nations’ trust.
This project is about developing some initial ideas for early leadership in the semantic web,
and therefore we are doing just that. Australia has the opportunity to become a leader in its
use of semantic technologies not only for Gov 2.0 but for Gov 3.0.

The reality of semantc technologies
In February 2009 the Harvard Business Review stated that
“if you ask your CTO about the semantic web and he or she looks at you blankly,
Gov 2.0 – Project 5 – Early Leadership in the Semantic Web – © 2009 Digital Brand
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you’ve got a problem. Your technology team will have to devise an architectural road
map for the semantic web over the next three to five years and to undertake the
difficult work of transition.” (Ilube 2009)
Our own research would validate this statement that semantic technologies are now very real,
very much emerging on the global stage, and offer the promise to quite radically change the
way we access, manage and utilise data and information. But it is a “quiet revolution”.

Structured and Unstructured data
At Digital Brand, we recognise that for entities to better shape and influence desired outcomes
aligned to their strategies, there needs to be an improvement in the calibre and speed of
decision making. This can be done by more effectively utilising all the available data –
structured and unstructured - to anticipate and respond to shifting ecosystem dynamics,
intelligently allocate and utilize critical resources and consistently meet stakeholder
expectations. The driver for maximising the effective use of all available data is the
imperative to align internal and external constituencies with business objectives through realtime availability and continuous exchange of financial, transactional and operational
information.
There are some fundamental and not insignificant challenges to data utilisation.
Structured data is well formed and the supporting technologies underpinning it are well
developed. Structured data is anything that has an enforced composition to the atomic data
types. It is managed by technology that allows for querying and reporting against
predetermined data types and understood relationships.
In contrast, unstructured data is unstructured content – text, audio, visual - where there is no
conceptual definition and no data type definition. The technologies to support unstructured
data analysis are still in their infancy in terms of development, with significant human
intervention required in part to make the unstructured data machine readable. This is where
we employ chat bots, machine learning and inference engines to automate more substantially
the tagging and learning process.
Semantic technologies enable humans to more fully understand and utilise the value inherent
in both structured and unstructured data. There is also the “container” within which the data
is held and from which is it stored, managed and accessed (Weglars 2009, Cripe 2007).
For the past thirty years researchers around the world have been slowly building the tools to
enable true semantic understanding by machines of human conversations, and these
technologies are now coming together in a very real and usable sense.
From this come a number of conclusions:
•

Conversations are the currency of digital economy

•

It is the conversations which are generated by and result from the data and information
which contain the value
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•

Websites, particularly those of government agencies and Departments, must enable and
facilitate those conversations in a bi-directional way such that the information provided
is current, accurate, verifiable, dynamic and, eventually real time

•

Ultimately all organisations which engage with stakeholders through the medium of
digital technologies must become "digital brands", ever mindful of the kaleidoscopic
nature of media interactions and the temporal requirements of the digital world

•

Organisations should develop Digital Brand strategies which encompass all information
management, both internal and external, articulating how information is to be archived,
accessed, managed and delivered by all media channels, one of which is the mobile and
ubiquitous world wide web

•

These strategies need to be both interactive and organic, embedded within the business
alongside the human capital and financial strategies and integral to both sustainability
reporting and governance.

Therefore the ability to semantically tag datasets is a crucial component in the development of
the organisational ontology, and a key foundation piece for a Digital Brand Strategy.

Our defniton of “semantcs”
For the purposes of this case study we will give our own definition of “semantic
technologies” which has evolved from our own independent research. We see them as being
founded upon five key elements which include:
natural language processing
discourse analysis and
machine learning
constraint definition
intelligent agent application
In addition there is a “relational” aspect, the ability to contextually relate both concepts and
ideas, embedded in the idea of the ‘triple’ and many of the semantic definitions (see
Appendix) but also inherent in a paradigm with which one looks at data and the context
within which it exists.
Therefore our approach is necessarily broader than most, and whilst we acknowledge and
incorporate the elements of Berners-Lee’s “Semantic Web Stack” (See Appendix), we seek to
also include the various viewpoints and opinions of many other commentators who propose
alternatives and are debating the future of Web 3.0 as it slowly evolves.
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Many of the core semantic technologies have been in development for decades but are only
now being incorporated as part of the broader suite of applications. Having worked with
researchers around the world, combined with our own experiments, pilots, prototypes and
now products, our thinking is by definition, as “inclusive” as possible to ensure an organic
perspective that utilises both the “top down” and “bottom up” approaches, is inclusive of open
source solutions hosted on “the cloud” and largely accessible through API’s and portals, and
can embrace new developments and tools as they emerge.
Therefore, when it comes to “search” if an end user uses a mainly “Boolean” approach to
search on a “semantic” search engine they will not necessarily either get the results that they
require, nor will they be really utilising the power of the engine. It would be like having the
power and control of a manual car but only ever driving it like an automatic. Our work has
shown that people are largely ignorant of the power of semantic engines, and, instead of
asking “rich” questions that natural language processing and discourse analysis can handle,
they continue to “dumb down” their own language. This relates directly to semantic tagging,
because of the fact that most people utilise Google in order to find things, and Google
dominates within intranets as well as on desktops for search. Google has affected our
questioning behaviours in that questions are asked by key words not rich thoughts as we make
allowances for the limitations of the technology.
Gov 2.0 – Project 5 – Early Leadership in the Semantic Web – © 2009 Digital Brand
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In addition there is a feeling that the results of Google searches are becoming increasingly
unreliable with too much information that cannot be verified. For those in government this
leads to the problem of lack of confidence in the quality of the data, especially when the
metadata is either lost in translation or simply not captured.

Project 5 – Early Leadership in the Semantc Web
We begin with the work undertaken on a particular government agency to illustrate as a “use
case” when it comes to “proper semantic tagging”.
As a reference point, we have used the approach that Forester Research has identified as the
four “classical” elements of the Digital World: Process, Service, Event and Information
(Forrester 2008). Metadata plays a role in each element and we are cognisant of this and have
applied this philosophy to our approach of proper semantic tagging.

We see the three elements of the report, the Semantic Tagging Guide, the list of Government
Agencies having datasets which could benefit from semantic tagging, and the Case Study
itself, as being inter-connected, and all based on these three activities:
Activity One: scanning of the online environment to discover community clusters, emerging
issues, and sentiment around those issues, from which “community centric tags” are derived
coupled with similar scanning of the internal Government and associated agencies ecosystem.
Activity Two: Relationship mapping of the dual entities: the “community centric tagging”
mapped to the organisational (government) centric tagging, and ensuring a dynamic mapping
is always occurring in response to changing community issues and sentiment in parallel with
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changes in the Government sentiment.
Activity Three: publishing the tagging so it is optimised for search engines, search facilities
on government websites, and the emerging technology of semantic “chat bots” (currently
being trialed by the ATO)

Case Study: “www.climatechange.gov.au” and as a complementary
site “www.livinggreener.gov.au”
“I don’t think we kind of understand just how profoundly Google has changed the
context of how we work, day in and day out.” (Former Director of PARC, John Seely
Brown, 2007)
In selecting a government agency as our Case Study we determined that we needed a
candidate that would give rich and dynamic data, that touched many peoples’ lives either
directly or indirectly, and that would enable us to demonstrate the potential of our approach
most clearly. As described above we didn’t know at the time how appropriate this choice
would be, but from the outset we chose www.climatechange.gov.au because of what we
determined would be the high level of publicity and the need to empower the public in more
fully understanding a hugely complex, controversial and confusing issue. Therefore we
anticipated a degree of interest from a broad range of people seeking information throughout
the media, on social networking sites, and within the general community around the ETS
legislation as it made its way through the Federal Parliamentary process. We also needed a
website that would potentially be a first port of call for those amongst the general public,
people in other agencies and departments, and those in business seeking to gain information
on environmental, energy and sustainability issues.
For most people, be they in large organisations or individual citizens, the default is usually to
“Google” and to utilise it’s search functionality which has dominated the information world
for the past four years, both within organisational intranets and for consumer based search.
Over recent months, however, a number of alternatives are emerging which are “semantic” in
nature, and, with companies such as Yahoo with “Search Monkey”
(http://developer.yahoo.com/searchmonkey/),
Microsoft
with
“Bing”
(http://discoverbing.com/)
and
Stephen
Wolfram’s
“Wolfram
Alpha”
(http://www.wolframalpha.com/) the capabilities of semantic technologies are slowly being
brought to light. It is interesting to note that as people are beginning to experience semantic
search the market share is progressively increasing (http://marketshare.hitslink.com/searchengine-market-share.aspx?qprid=4#).
The emerging issue is, however, that the differing approaches to search will provide
substantially different answers to end user queries, but the users themselves are largely
unaware of how to most effectively utilise the tools in different ways.
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The Climate Change Landscape
From the end user perspective the Department of Climate Change (DCC) website
(www.climatechange.gov.au) sits within an online cluster that is populated by close affiliate
Australian sites such as those of the Department of the Environment, Water, Heritage and the
Arts (http://www.environment.gov.au/), the Australian Bureau of Statistics (www.abs.gov.au),
the Bureau of Meteorology (www.bom.gov.au), ABARE (www.abare.gov.au), the Department
of Resources, Energy and Tourism (RET) (http://www.ret.gov.au/) and the Department of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF) (http://www.daff.gov.au/). There are also a host
of other websites, such as Living Greener (www.livinggreener.gov.au), Your Home
(www.yourhome.gov.au), Your Building (www.yourbuidling.org) and Your Development
(www.yourdevelopmentorg) and Energy Rating (www.energyrating.gov.au) designed to
provide information through a portal interface.
In addition people search a lot internationally both for agencies within other governments, the
International Energy Agency within the OECD, and a range of other sources, many of which
have websites which all too often “reflect the bureaucratic nature of the agencies they
represent”. And finally, end users have a multitude of other climate related queries that might
relate to health (i.e. asthma, allergies, skin disorders etc), the value of real estate, travel,
investments and education to name just a few. The current political scenario playing itself out
in Australia perfectly illustrates this where the climate change debate is now inextricably
linked to Liberal Party leadership issues, marginal seats and issues related lobby groups.
The Department of Climate Change emerged from the National Greenhouse Office and the
DCC website went live on 16th October, 2009, and was developed in a relatively short space
of time with tight deadlines with the previous site being completely rebuilt. The intention was
to develop the site to make the information on it more accessible to the community, and to
address three key constituencies: households, business and the community. Efforts were
made through a lot of pre-work to avoid the use of technical “jargon” and use words that
made sense to everyday people. One of the results of this has been that there is now some
confusion because the “expert users” are finding it more difficult to access the information
they seek, and as the site evolves this is a matter that needs to be addressed.
The site largely contains publications in a range of formats, general information on the
proposed legislation around the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme, and there are a range of
databases which sit underneath, mainly containing Department of Climate Change
information, and not necessarily linked across to other agencies.

What users are telling us
During the past month we have undertaken a number of interviews with individuals from a
range of government departments, small and medium business, corporates and non-profit
organisations, all of whom have cause to use the DCC website (see Appendix).
We asked these people
how they searched for data and information from government websites, particularly with
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regard to the issue of “climate change”
what other information they required
where they found it, if they did
what their major challenges were
and
what their “ideal” online resource and website would be like
When asked about their experience searching for and finding information in the “climate
change” space across the board the responses were that:
1.

there is a high level of frustration within departments and agencies about the inability
for end users to gain access to documents and information. There is an enormous
amount of “legacy” data and information sitting within government departments in
various formats which is of enormous value but is not publicly accessible, at least via
websites, let alone known about.

2.

there is a siloed approach to the provision of data and information within and between
government departments. One interviewee stated that “if only there was some way to
join the dots, to get a better picture of what governments at all levels are actually doing”

3.

much of the information is published from the agency-centric perspective, rather than
from an holistic end-user perspective

4.

to a large extent users need to really know where to go to get the information they seek,
they need to be “savvy” in terms of how government agencies work and how they
publish information, and, all too often, they need to know people within departments to
whom they can refer

5.

whilst data is being made available on sites such as http://data.australia.gov.au/ and at
state levels, and activities being held such as “Hack Fest” (http://govhack.org/, Fox
2009) some of which were extremely impressive (see Team 7 http://team7.govhack.net.tmp.anchor.net.au/)
and
“Mash
Up
Australia”
(http://mashupaustralia.org/) these are largely aimed for those with the technical skills to
actually get in and use it. For the average person who has a real need, such as wanting
to be more energy efficient, build a “greener” home, or work with a community group,
the confusion of not knowing where to go, and the frustration of finding what they want
remains.

6.

Because people are unsure of where to find what they want they feel overwhelmed by
the amount of data available, however if they could obtain data in a contextually
relevant way, then they would not be overwhelmed because they would find exactly
what they want. In many ways people feel there is too much data because they just
can’t find what they want, not because the data doesn’t exist.
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In essence when asked the overwhelming response was that what they would like to have is a
single entry point where they could ask a question in natural language, where the system (or
intelligent agent) would go and find them the relevant information from a range of sources,
and then bring them back answers in a format that was most appropriate to both their
technical capabilities and personal requirements and that would enable them to make an
informed choice about a particular issue, when and how they needed to make it.
As Clive Thompson states in Wired magazine when it comes to the “real time web” the
creators of these new (semantic search) engines argue that “their goal isn't to answer questions
— à la Google—but to organize experience into a keyhole glimpse of what the world is doing
at this very moment.” (Thompson, 2009).
There are a number of initiatives which are already heading in this direction, and we cite in
particular
Living
Greener
(www.livinggreener.gov.au),
HealthInsite
(www.healthinsite.gov.au/) and the Culture Portal (www.culture.gov.au). All three of these
sites have been built with the end user in mind, they provide a gateway to other resources and
this is an admirable end goal, but they would be so much more effective and really provide
the “Gov 2.0” experience if they were able to access greater amounts of open data themselves
rather than having to rely on other departments to provide it. But, they must be able to rely on
the accuracy and verifiability of the data that is presented, and all too often there is conflicting
and sometimes contradictory data provided by different agencies that leaves end users
confused, therefore what is required is a very high level of “trust”. In addition there is the
growing amount of unstructured data that is now pervading the webspace, which means that
end users are becoming increasingly more confused and in search of a place of authority, a
“one stop shop” that they can rely on.
For Governments seeking to open up data it is this objective that we feel should be kept in
mind. It is not just the people who want to manipulate data that Gov 2.0 needs to serve, but
those who want to make sense and use of it. When we spoke to Talis Platform
(http://www.talis.com/platform/) Programme Manager Leigh Dodds about the London
Gazette project he asked what is more important, providing the data itself, or providing the
ability to actually find what they need. Our answer would be the both.

Key learnings from Climate Change case study
Initially our approach was to undertake some “environmental scanning” of social networking
sites, news aggregation sites and blogs, in order to extract some trends and topics which
reflected public interest. This was restricted to RSS Feeds and Twitter and the results were
disappointing giving far less richness and context than we needed.
One of the problems in any over-reliance on Twitter, as with any tool or technology that
becomes “faddish”, is that Twitter does little more than reflect the thoughts of already existing
opinion leaders, the “bulls” in the herd. Many of the key influencers on Twitter also have
other media channels and are journalists, commentators, or experts in their own rights.
Therefore, to rely on Twitter actually only gives a narrow perspective on the complexity of
the conversations which are actually occurring. An insightful article by Sarah Perez (Perez
2009) very rightly states that “small but powerful groups can easily distort what the "crowd"
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really thinks” therefore when it comes to monitoring what is being said in cyberspace it is
crucial to understand who the very few key influential players are that shape the topography
of the landscape and shaping the conversations that “lead” the crowd.
One site we discovered along the way which is worth highlighting is the NewsSift site
(http://www.newssift.com/). Whilst it gives an immediate response to user questions it does
so by focusing on one area of the "market" or one influencer group. In order to get a holistic
picture that is truly reflective of the entire ecosystem it is imperative that the entire landscape
is considered and the topographical layout of the landscape understood. Whilst the human
preference is all too often for simplicity the reality is that the world is far more complicated,
and therefore there is a degree of “fuzziness” and within this fuzziness we need a
topographical idea of the lay of the land, the hot spot, the peaks and troughs and how they are
changing over time, some things moment by moment, other things over several years or
decades. This site seeks to simplify that complexity and remove the fuzziness.

Benefts and diferences of our approach:
Our approach differs from the “traditional” approach in that it sees the notion of “semantic”
tagging holistically, it operates from the concept of “ontology as strategy” and it combines the
key elements of the Forrester model.
1.

We continuously scan the external environment to learn the issues and context within
which searchers for government information are operating

2.

We COMBINE the structured and unstructured data approach, and combine strictly
coded meta-data with fuzzy logic, pattern recognition and machine learning

3.

We include an inference engine to pick up on contradictions and anomalies across
government data sets, which would usually be missed by a human, and not picked up by
traditional bottom up semantic tagging methodologies

4.

We include the use of an automated semantic chat bot, which is essentially a machine
simulation of a human-to-human live chat experience - this ensures users are able to
engage in a conversation to ensure they find what they are looking for; over time the
machine learning component of the semantic chat bot can infer the most likely
information mashup the user is after from the first one or two conversational exchanges

5.

We enable a user to gain a succinct summary of their search result in natural language,
the ability to re-prioritise the concepts which make up that summary until it reflects the
"Sweet spot" of information the user is after, and then once that sweet spot is obtained,
the user can dynamically scale the quantity of information for greater detail

6.

One of the challenges to wide spread adoption of new technologies is overcoming
organisational and cultural issues where people can get bogged down in definitions,
complexities and other diversions. Our solution seeks to leap frog issues, not go
through the issues as a way of speeding up the delivery of the benefits to the users.
Therefore, we automate all components of the solution apart from one aspect. We have
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actively chosen not to automate this application because Governments have priorities
which vary depending on the leadership requirements. Therefore, there is a requirement
for a “Synthesis Manager” to identify URIs to determine focus and secondly, to also
assign manual weightings to certain information types if the Government needs to give
prominence to key themes or initiatives.
7.

Regulation of the automated semantic process is a "blending" of machine learning based
on what users are after, and the leadership of government in continually re-weighting
datasets along the lines of what government believes is the most pertinent information
to make available to searchers. A new management position - "Data Prioritiser" - is
proposed to oversee this regulatory function.

Our Results
We have specifically used the case of an individual seeking information from the “Living
Greener” website to demonstrate how the user interface would work, and how this is
connected to the technical schematic.
To see a demonstration of this interaction please click on this link:
http://www.semantictransformations.com/demos/gov2/gov2.html

Semantc Tagging Guide
For the “traditional” approach to Semantic Tagging there are numerous resources that can be
found, many of them online, and there are numerous publications (including the “Semantic
Web for Dummies”, “Semantic Programming Guides”, and the resources from the various
Semantic Technologies conferences around the world).
Our own methodology comes at things from a different angle.
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Under the bonnet
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

All government websites which are linked are text stripped. This includes all documents as
well as HTML web content.
The text is converted to raw text, fully indexed, and fed through automated entity extraction,
and automated concept extraction, processes.
The concepts and their surrounding text are then "clustered" by similarity.
The community centric data, gathered from media, blogs and social networking sites, and
their respective RSS feeds, are fed through the same steps as points 1, 2 and 3.
The text from the community centric data is also fed through a sentiment analysis engine,
based on computational linguistics, to identify "emerging issues with strong sentiment". This
in turn generates a weighting for the community centric concepts.
The government datasets are weighted by government, depending on what government
believes is pertinent information to be fed to users.
The government data concepts, and community centric concepts, are "broadly matched" under
single identifiers, using natural language processing clustering techniques.
These matches are converted to metadata, and published as RDFa to the web.
Steps 5, 6, 7 and 8 are continuously running, and new metadata is dynamically generated.
All resulting data from steps 1 to 9 is stored on a continuously updated "results database",
from user search results are drawn.
An inference engine monitors for contradictory statements and omissions. A key example of
this, is that http://www.energyrating.gov.au, clearly shows the large and ever growing effect
plasma and LCD TV screens are having on household energy consumption. In fact they are
one of the key contributors to increased household energy consumption.
The
www.livinggreener.gov.au site appears to omit the impact of these TV screens, only briefly
mentioning that LCD screens use less power than plasma. The interference engine will
highlight this contradiction and therefore empower the user to investigate further for better
decision making.
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Front end user interface:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The user is able to query using natural language.
The natural language is matched to the most likely "matched metadata sets" (i.e. Match
between community centric data and government data).
The text of the metadata sets is run through an automatic summarisation engine, to display a
concise natural language summary to the user.
The summary contains hyperlinks to the relevant sections of different websites.
The user can view the concepts ranked by priority, from which the summary is derived. The
user can resort the priorities, which in turn generates a new summary of different relevance.
Once the user is satisfied with the relevance and context of the new summary, a sliding scale
can be used to increase the content, so the user can get access to more and more relevant
information with the concepts constraint they have determined.
Resulting links to websites, and summary sets, can be stored in the right hand side of the
screen, and then "mashed up" as a PDF document for emailing or printing.
As a further assistance, a user can engage with an automated semantic chat bot, to assist with
finding what they are after.
All tools, including the chat bot, are tied to a machine learning engine, which recognises
search queries and user "settled" satisfied results. Through increasing user use, results
displayed get closer and closer to the users' search intent.

Methodology
Following on from our philosophy “proper” semantic tagging is a cornerstone activity in
defining and shaping messaging to each and every constituency. Our focus is on assisting
Government Agencies to be able to properly semantically tag datasets, and to this end we
believe that our approach will differ slightly from others. Having undertaken both academic
and technical research into “semantics” for the past four years we have found that the most
successful applications have been those that have not only focused on the “end user”
perspective, but have actively incorporated it into the tagging process itself.
Our methodology is, therefore, to leverage a “folksonomic” approach to semantic tagging
recognising that these end users are co-authors and co-creators continually creating new data
and information, particularly within the Web 2.0 world, together with the tagging that needs to
be done by the Agencies themselves. In addition this tagging needs to be “real time” to
capture the dynamism of conversations that reflect the citizen sentiment and, thanks to the
“Crowd behaviour”, that enables the rapid transfer of “one to many” of information.
Conversations are reflected primarily in unstructured data while transactional interactions and
engagements are often defined by structured data, and so the ability to combine these two data
types in a rapidly changing environment is what is manifesting, especially on the web.
Traditional semantic tagging approaches involve gaining consensus from groups of people
within an organisation on how data should be tagged (i.e. developing an “ontology”). Our
own work in building our own solutions and in determining the issues of “materiality” for
sustainability reporting has taught us that there is, however, a better way. That way is to blend
what an organisation is saying about itself (the “inside-out” approach) with what the market is
saying about the organisation (the “outside-in” approach) so that the “tagging” process, i.e.
the organisational ontology, virtually builds itself. This is not unlike what organisations such
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as Thompson Reuters has done with Calais (www.opencalais.com) and is the premise which
underpins many social networking sites such as Flikr.
Our approach to this project is encapsulated in the following diagram:

We have developed a number of tools that can automate this which can be done using
intelligent agents based on constraints together with natural language processing, discourse
analysis and machine learning. Our approach is to actively engage with the "end user
communities" through the analysis of all publicly available information (social networks,
websites and micro-blogging) to determine what they are looking for, and in what context,
and then develop tags from that which are contextually related to the topic of issue and which
can then be applied to Agency datasets.
These interpretations and sentiments then need to be cross-referenced and mapped to the
tagging devised by the organisation, to ensure that relevant information is presented to the end
user based on the method and context of the search, rather than solely the “organisational
view” about how the data should be tagged. The same datasets can potentially have multiple
mappings which enables different community clusters to seek the same information but from
a different context. We call this "community centric" tagging, and we are currently
developing a model for automating it for use in our second ARC Research project.
A further consideration is that over time, community interpretations and sentiments can and
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do change. This is turn changes the "community centric" tagging, which then alters the
mapping back to the organisation's own tagging. An additional tool in development is one
which in near real time aims to "dynamically" generate up to the minute community centric
tagging and its appropriate mapping back to the organisational data, very much driven by a
“folksonomic” approach.
Within the web-driven environment it is important for all organisations, and particularly for
governments, to recognise the value of the ongoing and evolving “conversations” within the
marketspace, and to be able to analyse, understand and harness those conversations in order to
be able to appropriately respond.

Challenges
Thus far “traditional” methods of managing data and information have focused on the
technical approaches, with relatively little incorporation of the accompanying “human”
aspects, nor of the “end user” context. Most of these methods have proven to be both limiting
and oftentimes problematic.
In addition other challenges include:
the sheer scale of the problem (there are in excess of 800 government websites, together with
countless potentially valuable datasets) each governed by their own organisational cultures,
business processes and policy criteria
the need to build upon and interoperate with complex legacy systems and tightly regulated
environments, which also links in with policy and organisational demands
at times slow-moving, risk averse and bureaucratic cultures which sometimes prefer to “do
nothing”. Whilst Public Sector Management may be the mantra the reality is often very
different, largely due to the on-going need to manage being reactive to political imperatives
whilst also having to “maintain the ship of state”
the disconnection between government agencies and therefore their data which exists in
“silos”, often even within an agency, which is predominantly a “political” rather than a
technical challenge
lack of resources and appropriate capabilities within government IT departments. Too often
agencies are required to build websites and publish data and information with limited budgets
and to unrealistic timeframes
accelerating community awareness and demand for greater transparency of government
information
Our ARC research project over the past four years revealed that there are a number of
approaches to “semanticising” data and information which Alex Iskhold and others eloquently
expand upon (Iskhold 2008, Dahlgren 2008, Richardson 2009). All too often we have found
that the “bottom up” approach can get vastly complicated, and inordinately difficult to
actually complete. In contrast the “top down” approach itself has shortcomings, but, as stated
by a number of authors, it offers a “more practicable and commercially viable solution”.
Our thinking is a necessary combination of both, not just on commercial and practical terms,
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but in order to ensure that the richness of user-centric search and tagging can be leveraged to
enrich data sets.

Some of the implicatons of the Semantc Web for Government and
Governance
Over the past four years we have held numerous seminars and workshops about semantic
technologies as part of our research programme and educational agenda. Often we opened the
discussion by showing a You Tube video, “Ordering Pizza in the Future”
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNJl9EEcsoE&eurl=). This video paints the picture of a
world where data is open and transparent and a person’s privacy is something that has become
a commodity, to be traded for commercial gain and in the name of “better customer service” –
knowing a customer better in order to better serve them.
What was always fascinating about this video was that public sector audiences laughed far
earlier than private sector ones.
As governments open up their data so there will be accompanying social change both within
and outside of organisations. In the Cluetrain Manifesto the authors state that
"A powerful global conversation has begun. Through the Internet, people are
discovering and inventing new ways to share relevant knowledge with blinding speed.
As a direct result, markets are getting smarter—and getting smarter faster than most
companies." (Levine, Locke et al. 2000)
Our central tenet is that the web, and therefore the data that underpins it, is enabling new and
richer conversations between and amongst all stakeholders. Changing conversations mean a
changing dynamic in the relationship between organisations and customers / constituents has
been predicted for some time (Zuboff and Maxmin 2002; Tapscott and Williams 2006) but it
has a number of fundamental consequences for government, as articulated by Alistair Mant:
“If all politics is driven by competing interest groups squabbling in the marketplace,
what is the place for long-term vision or for intelligent leadership?” (Mant 1997)
If “information is power” then when government datasets are opened up there are enormous
issues in terms of privacy, the freedom of information and security. During the course of our
research we spoke to numerous individuals who utilised government information in their roles
as either developers of government websites or people utilising government information as
part of their everyday roles. We found that, as stated in the US Government White Paper
“Putting Citizens First: Transforming Online Government”
“Many websites tout organizational achievements instead of effectively delivering
basic information and services. Many web managers don’t have access to social
media tools because of legal, security, privacy, and internal policy concerns (and)
many agencies focus more on technology and website infrastructure than improving
content and service delivery.”
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Our work investigating the task of semantically tagging government websites proved to be
revealing in terms of these challenges.

Recommendatons - Some appropriate Government Agencies
The value in adopting semantic technologies to address the challenge of information overload
can largely be expressed along four axes, according to Mills Davis (Davis 2009), a leading
commentator. These are:
•

Capabilities — Semantic technologies and solution patterns tap new value by
modelling knowledge, adding intelligence, and enabling learning.

•

User experience — Adding intelligence to the User Interface increases relevance,
helpfulness, utility, and pleasure as experienced by the user: both individually and as
groups.

•

Performance — Semantic solutions drive gains in efficiency and effectiveness, and
provide strategic edge.

•

Life cycle economics — Semantic solutions improve the ratio of benefits to cost and
risk over the life of the investment: development, operations, and evolution.

Keeping these axes in mind in a perfect world we would consider that the datasets of all
Commonwealth, State and Local Government Agencies
(http://www.australia.gov.au/directories/a-to-z-list-of-government-sites) would potentially be
suitable for “semantic tagging”, and, ultimately this would be the ideal objective. However,
this is a very big ask, and a paradigm shift in terms of the traditional management of ICT
within departments.
During our ARC research we asked a number of “leading lights” in the semantic world what
they felt were some of the potential derailers for the uptake of semantic technologies, and the
responses were that:
1.

there would be unrealistic expectations (i.e. they would solve world hunger!)

2.

there would be a major public project undertaken which would fail due to these
unrealistic expectations, lack of planning, and lack of appreciation of the complexity of
the human aspects in adopting these technologies

and
3.

there is a lack of education and understanding at senior levels. This is particularly
exacerbated by the language so often used (the word “semantic” itself can be
confusing).

The semantic world is evolving slowly, and it is a “quiet revolution” (Ilube 2009). Something
like this will only evolve over time, will require a good deal of political will and the
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consistent allocation of all kinds of resources.
Initially we would suggest that the Gov 2.0 Taskforce consider taking one step at a time and
working with a small number of Government Agencies, some of which we have identified,
and which meet the following criteria in that they
1.

attract users because of their “user friendly” and end-user designed interfaces

2.

are often “portals” referring to other government sites

3.

often have small teams running them, have a fair degree of flexibility, and are prepared
to “innovate” with new ideas (this is where we have observed success in other
jurisdictions)

4.

are often slightly removed from the core IT systems within the department

5.

have the business models and underpinning organisational philosophies most
appropriate to “semantic” tagging because of their focus on end user experience and
results rather than on the task of publishing data

6.

are new agencies coming on line over the next twelve months, are the result of recent
government legislation and therefore have tight deadlines and a “greenfields” approach

7.

need to aggregate data in order to provide a better user experience

It takes time and human networks to identify these sites and Agencies, and even more time to
identify the key individuals who have the capability to lead the project. As with our research
work over the past four years we have come across them through interviews and referrals,
and, because the “semantic” world is still very much a new frontier, and is based on openness
and sharing, people are willing to work together, to share and to learn.
There will be plenty that we have missed in the short time we have had available, but our
initial recommendations would be to work with:
•
•
•
•
•

Living Greener - www.livinggreener.gov.au,
Healthinsite – www.healthinsite.gova.u
Culture Australia – www.culture.gov.au
The Australian Climate Change Regulation Authority (ACCRA)
The Climate Action Fund

In order to undertake “proper” semantic tagging that can actually be done without becoming a
huge organisational imposition we believe that there needs to be a high degree of autonomy
and flexibility allowed in the way they design their websites. In addition, they need to be
prepared to work with end users to ascertain what those users actually want in terms of the
information and experience they seek. The sites we have found that are most suitable have all
done precisely that.
As a corollary to this there are a number of initiatives currently underway which are working
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quietly towards the adoption of semantic technologies and the education of public sector
personnel on the appropriate use of metadata, semantic tagging and moving towards the
semantic web. Most notably we would like to mention “Metadata 2010”, an initiative that is
being organised for 26th and 27th May, 2010 at University House in Canberra. This event is
now the third in this space with the first being held in Sydney in May 2007
(http://www.osdm.gov.au/Events/190.aspx) and the second in Canberra in May 2009
(http://www.katelundy.com.au/2009/05/28/metadata-seminar-opening-address/). The 2010
event is being jointly organised by representatives from the National Archives of Australia,
the Australian Bureau of Statistics, the Australian Government Information Management
Office (AGIMO), the Department of Defence, and ourselves.
Our recommendations are therefore to:
1. Identify with a small number of government agencies (see those identified and the
selection criteria above)
2. Develop a methodology which suits them individually, based on understanding their
internal processes, their stakeholder engagement, and their position within the
government ecosystem
3. Link in with additional activities, such as Metadata 2010 and the international
Semantic Web conferences in both Europe and the US, to develop a community of
practice within Australia in the area of metadata and semantic

Conclusion
The Web is in its infancy and already Web 2.0 has been described as “inspirational” because it
has shown people what is possible on the web. They see a marked contrast to how technology
is used within their organisations on a day to day basis.
Semantic technologies will have a similar effect, and those organisations who begin the
journey early will be the ones who benefit the most, both in terms of developing the required
knowledge, skills and capabilities with which to more effectively manage data, information
and knowledge in their own businesses, but also through being more effective and efficient in
their work with customers.
The vision we have presented here is real, it is achievable and it is no longer the future, it is
the present.
The Australian Commonwealth has indicated a desire to take an “early leadership” position
the semantic web space, and this report is merely a piece of the overall picture. What we have
endeavoured to illustrate is not only our broader philosophies in terms of where these
evolving technologies are going, but to provide a blueprint for how Australian Government
Agencies from all three levels of government can begin to get there.
We would like to thank you for this opportunity.
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Appendix
Gov 2.0 Taskforce Projects and “semantc technologies”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Enhancing the discoverability and accessibility of government information
Identify key barriers within agencies to Government 2.0
Survey of Australian Government Web 2.0 practices
Copyright law and intellectual property
Early leadership in Semantic Web
The value of Public Sector Information for Cultural Institutions
Whole of Government Information Publication Scheme
Online Engagement Guidance and Web 2.0 Toolkit for Australian Government
Agencies
Preservation of Web 2.0 Content
Framework for Stimulating Information Philanthropy in Australia
Hypotheticals — Ethical and Cultural Challenges of Digital Engagement by
Government
Promoting the Government 2.0 Taskforce and Agenda
Government 2.0 Governance and Institutions: Embedding the 2.0 Agenda in the
Australian Public Service

In our opinion all of these projects would benefit from a “semantic” approach. Many of the
barriers to the development of Gov 2.0 are largely political and cultural, rather than technical,
with the technical barriers themselves arising from the human issues and differing mindsets
towards the use of emerging technologies.
Our research has shown that one of the main barriers to organisations adopting emerging
technologies is the lack of capabilities and skillsets within IT Departments, a discussion that is
well publicised. Too often the solution is seen within the “traditional” approach of trying to
create a single government database will, in our opinion, simply not work due to both
technical and human issues. A semantic approach would enable significant progress towards
removing many barriers.
In addition the whole Gov 2.0 Taskforce could leverage semantic technologies to bring
together the findings, and utilise the technologies which exist to make their own job easier.
This was in fact suggested in a blog by Pip Marlow (2009) where she states
“would it not be sensible and timely to integrate some of the processes that are
already being developed into the way the Gov 2.0 Task Force itself operates – the
whole mantra of “eating our own dog food”.
We would be happy to oblige.
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Key Interviews
Please note that there were others we spoke to as part of this research, and with whom we
have spoken during the past four years as we have undertaken our research. These are merely
the main ones we chose to identify.
Organisation
Australian Bureau of
Statistics

Name
Graeme Brown

Australian Bureau of
Statistics
Department of the
Environment

Steve Hilly

EPT Global
Clean Air for Eternity
Talis Platform
Living Green
Department of Climate
Change
Department of Climate
Change
Department of Climate
Change, ACCRA
Establishment and CPRS
Implementation Division

Stuart Auld
Philippa Rowland
Leigh Dodds
Tamara Russell
Helen Grinbergs

Position
Director, Centre for
Environmental and Energy
Statistics
Centre for Environmental and
Energy Statistics
Director, Commercial
Buildings and Energy
Efficiency Division
Chemical Engineer
Public Officer
Programme Manager
Acting Director
Assistant Secretary

Shari Krasowski

Web Manager

Garry Wyatt
Kerrie Basman

ICT Project Manager
Knowledge Information
Management Domain
Manager

Stephen Berry
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The evolving World Wide Web
In a world where there so much available information, or “information abundance” the true
value comes from being actually able to sift through what is presented and find the key pieces
which are both most relevant and useful. The evolution of the digital technologies, leading to
the internet, and subsequently the World Wide Web, both facilitated information creation as
well as “information overload” (Wurman 2001). An early solution was to assist humans to
find what they wanted, and the early search engines such as Alta Vista and others, began this
but it has been Google that has truly put “search” on the map.
As the amount of data and information has increased however, many are saying that “search”
is not what is required, what they need is “find”
(http://www.aiim.org/ResourceCenter/AIIMNews/PressReleases/Article.aspx?ID=34834).
Tim Berners-Lee understood the magnitude of these challenges, and the opportunities that a
solution could provide, and in 2001 published an article in Scientific American that formally
launched the “Semantic Web” as a concept (Berners-Lee, Hendler et al. 2001) stating that “if
properly designed, the Semantic Web can assist the evolution of human knowledge as a
whole.”
The vision for the “Semantic Web”, and the technologies underlying it, is to finally bring
together the “intelligence” of artificial systems with the ubiquity of limitless information, and
enable humans to more effectively leverage both.
Tim Berners-Lee originally designed the World Wide Web as an “information space” for both
human-to-human communications and for that between machines. The “Semantic Web” takes
Berners-Lee’s vision to the next level, where a “networked intelligence” gives machines the
capability of understanding and making sense of data and information contextually regardless
of whether it resides in existing corporate databases, managed document bases, multi-media
resources and other information sources.
“Put simply the Semantic Web would make it possible to treat the entire Web as if it
were a database. In the same way that a developer can query data in a standard
database and build applications that use that data, people would be able to query data
from across the entire web and build as-needed applications that pulled related but
diverse data from multiple sources.” (Sir Tim Berners-Lee)
Since it’s inception the World Wide Web has now grown to gargantuan proportions and, of the
roughly
226,099,841
websites
(September
2009
Netcraft
Survey
(http://news.netcraft.com/archives/web_server_survey.html, viewed Saturday 17th October,
2009) it needs to be understood that each website has been create by a human being, or team
of human beings, who have a certain logic relating to their organisation, purpose or mindset,
which dictates how these web pages and websites are constructed, what language and
terminology is used, and how the pages within link to each other and to the outside world. As
with the search for documents the navigation of a website can often be a confusing and
frustrating experience, particularly when there does not seem to be a “user friendly” interface.
So, if it is difficult for humans to navigate the web, what must it be like for machines which
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operate on a logic based entirely on what has been programmed into them, with no prehistory, social network or memory with which to liaise?
According to the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), which co-ordinates activities of the
Semantic Web activities globally, “the Web can reach its full potential only if it becomes a
place where data can be shared and processed by automated tools as well as by people”
(http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/Activity.html).
The Semantic Web is about two things. It is about common formats for integration and
combination of data drawn from diverse sources, where on the original Web mainly
concentrated on the interchange of documents. It is also about language for recording
how the data relates to real world objects. That allows a person, or a machine, to start
off in one database, and then move through an unending set of databases which are
connected not by wires but by being about the same thing.
Enter “semantic technologies”.

What are “semantc” technologies?
Our own research over the past four years has resulted in less of a focus on the “Semantic
Web” per se, and more on the technologies and philosophies that we recognised were
underpinning it. A high level view is very simply that “semantic” technologies comprise five
basic elements:
1.

Natural Language Processing - concerned with the interactions between computers and
human (natural) languages

2.

Discourse Analysis - a general term for a number of approaches to analysing written,
spoken or signed language use

3.

Machine Learning - a scientific discipline that is concerned with the design and
development of algorithms that allow computers to learn based on data.

4.

constraint definition

and
5.

intelligent agent application

This has long been the dream of artificial intelligence, and, according to Anne Cregan, the
Semantic Web responds to the challenge of “creating a language which can be used to capture
any human concept whilst simultaneously supporting formal reasoning” (Cregan 2009). At
their heart then is a combination of psychology, philosophy, politics and technology, and, as
with any combination of technologies and human systems, there are a number of differing
approaches.
The W3C itself, according to Cregan,
“has sought to implement a stack of technologies and standards, each building on and
extending the achievements of the previous layer. Broadly speaking, the lower layers
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(up to RDF) are completed and stable, the middle layers (OWL and SPARQL) have
finalized initial, implementable offerings but are still undergoing evolution and
extension, (RIF is currently under active development) whilst the higher and rightmost
layers (Unifying Logic, Proof, Trust and Crypto) are in an exploratory phase where
suitable approaches are being identified.” (Cregan 2009)
These various standards and “other technologies to watch”
(http://www.w3.org/2007/Talks/0130-sb-W3CTechSemWeb/#%2824%29)
are
described in the Glossary, and illustrated in the famous “Semantic Web Stack”.

briefly

The concept of “semantics” is that of shared meanings, associations and know how about the
uses of things (Davis 2004). They relate to context, and whilst computers "think" in terms of
data, essentially digital ones and zeros, humans think in terms of documents, where that data
has meaning and is referred to in context. So, when we enter someone's name in a database
we know the context within which we are entering it - they may be a customer or a supplier or
a friend. For the system itself unless we clearly state who we are and what this person's
relationship is to us, that name is just data and if we leave the company then there is no record
of that relationship, either tacit or explicit.
One of the things about semantics when utilized by computers is the ability to describe
“things” in relation to other “things” so that we can find them via a range of associations
rather than just keyword searches. This is something that IT Policy Advisor to Senator Kate
Lundy, Pia Waugh, felt was especially important (interview, Pia Waugh, 19th November,
2009).
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What the Semantic Web, and associated Semantic Technologies, can do, is to articulate these
relationships within the data and information itself, so that virtually all unstructured data can
become structured. It does this by tagging data in a specific way that captures the
relationships and embeds this information within the data being described. Thus, regardless
of where that data is actually stored, the relationships remain and can be drawn upon at any
later stage.
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Glossary of Terms
Semantc Web and Semantc Technologies
The semantic web is an “evolving extension” of the World Wide Web and it aims to process
information at the level of meaning (semantics). This can enable machines to derive meaning
and context from web pages and hence deliver a more meaningful and relevant user
experience.
Essentially the Semantic Web is about “inter-operability” between databases and therefore
between any systems which store data. It relies on two basic things:
1.

common formats for the integration and combination of data drawn from diverse
sources, where the original Web mainly concentrated on the interchange of documents.

2.

language for recording how the data relates to real world objects. That allows a person,
or a machine, to start off in one database, and then move through an unending set of
databases which are connected not by wires but by being about the same thing.”

As described above our own definition of “semantic technologies” rests on three foundational
elements:

Natural Language Processing
Natural language processing (NLP) is a field of computer science and linguistics concerned
with the interactions between computers and human (natural) languages.

Discourse Analysis
Discourse analysis (DA), or discourse studies, is a general term for a number of approaches to
analysing written, spoken or signed language use. Discourse analysis is the branch of
linguistics that deals with the study and application of approaches to analyse written, spoken
or signed language.

Machine Learning
Machine learning is a scientific discipline that is concerned with the design and development
of algorithms that allow computers to change behaviour based on data, such as from sensor
data or databases. A major focus of machine learning research is to automatically learn to
recognize complex patterns and make intelligent decisions based on data. Hence, machine
learning is closely related to fields such as statistics, probability theory, data mining, pattern
recognition, artificial intelligence, adaptive control, and theoretical computer science.
This definition has been reinforced through interviews with a number of well-known
researchers including Livia Polyani and Ron Kaplan, both from Fuji Xerox and Xerox PARC,
and then Powerset (June 2009), and Bob Moore, Microsoft Research Centre, (June 2009).

Constraint Defniton
A graphical tool used to model and output a common XML definition defining constraint
definitions for the MLHIM reference model allowing runtime code generation in a variety of
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languages.

Intelligent Agent Applicaton

Programs, used extensively on the Web, that perform tasks such as retrieving and delivering
information and automating repetitive tasks.

Technical Terminology
A number of technical terms are used when describing the “semantic web” which include:

URI – Uniform Resource Identfer

A URI is a unique name that identifies a resource, and that resource can be anything to which
we can attach identity, be it an information object (like a document or webpage), or a real
world object (like a person or a thing).
For further explanation of the Design of URI sets in the public sector see:
http://www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/cio/chief_technology_officer/public_sector_ia.aspx

RDF – Resource Descripton Framework

RDF is a framework for describing and linking resources on the web and it allows URIs to be
organised into directed graphs, which are themselves composed of RDF statements or
“Triplets”. These Triplets follow a very simple logic, which is that one has a relationship with
the other, therefore in RDF we can:
declare classes like Country, Person, Student and Australian
state that Student is a subclass of Person
state that Australia and England are both instances of Country
declare has Nationality as a property relating the classes Person (its domain) and Country (its
range)
state that has Age is a property, with Person as its domain and an integer as its range
state that Peter is an instance of the class Australian and that he has Age of value 48.

RDFa

Resource Description Framework Attributes. RDFa is a specification for attributes to express
structured data in any markup language.
There has been quite a bit of progress in the development of RDFa:
•
•
•

http://rdfa.info/2009/05/12/google-announces-support-for-rdfa/
http://developer.yahoo.com/searchmonkey/siteowner.html
http://commontag.org/Home

RDF Schema

RDF Schema is a vocabulary description language which:
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allows us to define classes and properties
allows us to organise classes into hierarchies
allows us to connect classes using our own properties
provides the facilities needed to define and describe classes and properties
does not provide the classes and properties themselves - we need to create our own or use preexisting ones

OWL – (Web Ontology Languages)

An ontology is an agreed way of describing “things” within a shared environment, essentially
the terms, relations and constraints that are formally used to specify a body of knowledge.

Semantc Agents

Agents are software programmes that can assist users and act on their behalf within the digital
world. A Semantic Agent will utilise knowledge about resources, content, media, language,
processes, functions, and how to communicate with other agents and they collaborate with
other agents across platform(s) to provide services and capabilities.

Topic Maps

Topic maps represent information using topics (concepts such as people, countries,
organisations), associations (the relationships between the topics) and occurrences
(representing information resources relevant to a particular topic). A more details
explanation, and the relationship to the Semantic Web, can be found at
http://topicmaps.wordpress.com/2008/05/11/topic-maps-and-the-semantic-web/
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